Sleeping Cat Software
Relax and enjoy!
http://www.sleepingcatsoftware.com/

Thanks for trying Paths to Clipboard!
What Is It?
It is an AppleScript "droplet," which means it accepts files and folders that are dropped on it in the
Finder. The full path to each file or folder, separated by a carriage return, will be placed on the
clipboard.
This is perhaps most useful for programmers, or others who need to frequently use full paths.
What Do I Need?
• AppleScript (System 7 or higher). See http://www.applescript.apple.com/ for general
AppleScript information.
• The script requires access to the clipboard. If you have a system earlier than 8.5, the Scripting
Addition "Jon's Commands" provides this. You should be able to find Jon's Commands through
either C|Net's Download.com at http://download.com/ or through the Info-Mac Hyperarchive at
http://hyperarchive.lcs.mit.edu/HyperArchive.html. If you have 8.5 or later, clipboard access is
built-in, but Jon's Commands still provides useful scripting commands.
(Please note that this is offered for informational purposes, and is not an endorsement.)
A handy addition if you're using MacOS 8 or higher is the contextual menu extension CMTools.
This extends the contextual Finder menus in MacOS and has quite a few useful features. Among
them is "Open Using"; with it, you can select applications that will be available for opening a file
when you open a contextual menu. Using this, you can set things up so that when Control-clicking
on a file, you can select "Open Using->Paths to Clipboard" and the full path to each selected file
will be placed on the clipboard, ready for use.
CMTools is available through Control-Click at http://www.control-click.com/

Legal Stuff and License
Paths to Clipboard is distributed as freeware, which simply means that no fee is due, and is
Copyright © Richard Long 1997-2000. Your use is governed by the following license agreement.
If you do not agree with it, you may not use the Software.
LICENSE AGREEMENT
Ownership
Use of this Software is licensed, and ownership of the Software remains with Sleeping Cat
Software, which reserves all rights not expressly granted to you.
Use and Distribution
You may freely use this program on any number of computers. You may not resell it for profit.
You may not distribute it. If you represent a user group and would like to include this product in a
shareware compilation, please contact Sleeping Cat Software for permission.
You may not reverse-engineer, modify, or create derivative works based on the Software or any
part of it.
If you give this Software to anyone, the complete Software distribution package, including this
documentation, must be included and unmodified.
Termination
This License is effective until terminated. You may terminate this License at any time by
destroying the Software and related documentation and all copies thereof in your possession. This
License will terminate immediately without notice from Sleeping Cat Software if you fail to
comply with any provision of this License. Upon termination you must destroy the Software and
related documentation and all copies thereof in your possession.
Release of Liability
While reasonable effort has been made to ensure this Software operates substantially as described,
Sleeping Cat Software cannot guarantee proper operation in every possible configuration. The
Software is provided "as is." You assume full responsibility for evaluating the Software and
determining its suitability for use. In no event will Sleeping Cat Software be liable to you for any
damages of any kind arising from the use of, or inability to use, this Software, even if Sleeping Cat
Software has been advised of the possibility of such damages. Sleeping Cat Software's entire

liability and your exclusive remedy shall be return of the price you paid to Sleeping Cat Software
for the Software.
Version History
9/97 v1.0 First public release.
12/98 v1.1 Updated contact info. Improved checking at startup.
10/2000 v1.1.1 Updated contact info.

